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Out�ow Boundary Condition Issues

in Direct Numerical Simulation of

Three�Dimensional Plane Wake Flow

M� J� Maghrebi�� J� Soria�

Di�erent choices of out�ow boundary conditions are discussed in this paper and

a proper choice is used in a hybrid numerical simulation which produces data

to investigate the e�ect of out�ow boundary condition� The convective out�ow

boundary condition with the wave speed as predicted from linear stability theory

is used� The non�re�ectiveness of this type is investigated and the re�ection or

the lack of re�ection in a large de�cit plane wake �ow simulation is studied�

The results of simulation reported in this paper indicate that the wave speed

predicted from linear stability analysis is appropriate for the convective velocity

at the out�ow boundary of the large de�cit plane wake �ow� On the other

hand the use of the freestream velocity for the convective speed at the out�ow

boundary of a large de�cit plane wake �ow also generates a serious feedback

problem�

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of in�ow and out�ow conditions
in simulations of free turbulent shear �ows has been
avoided by the use of �frozen turbulence approxima�
tion�� In these types of simulations periodic boundary
conditions are generally used in all spatial directions�
Periodic boundary condition may be applied in a
coordinate system moving with the mean �ow� The
physical problem which is nonhomogenous in the mean
�ow direction but homogenous in time is replaced by
a computational problem that is homogenous in the
main �ow direction and nonhomogenous in the time
domain� In other words� in these types of simulations�
namely temporal simulations� the in�ow conditions
are replaced by initial conditions and the periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the streamwise
extent of the �ow direction� On the other hand� in
spatial simulations� it is necessary to specify boundary
conditions particularly in the main �ow direction� The
speci�cation of in�ow and out�ow boundary conditions
plays a major di�culty in calculation of complex
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engineering �ows� Since �ow at the out�ow boundaries
depends on the unknown �ow outside the computa�
tional domain� an exact out�ow boundary condition
can not be implemented� but an approximation must
be made� In the self similar region of plane wake
�ow� the application of periodic boundary conditions
in the self similar coordinates is permitted� In more
general cases� however� boundary conditions which are
to be nonre�ective in nature must be speci�ed� In this
work direct numerical simulation of three dimensional
spatially�developing plane wake �ow is performed to
solve momentum and mass conservation equations�

The equations� which are known as Navier�Stokes
equations and continuity equations� are solved for an
incompressible medium� They are solved in a domain
which is �nite in the streamwise direction x� doubly
in�nite in the transverse direction y and homogeneous
in the spanwise direction z� In the x direction� a family
of compact �nite di�erence schemes with spectral
resolutions 	
� and 	��� is used� In y and z extents of
the computational domain� a mapped spectral method
	� and a classical Fourier spectral method are used�
respectively� The results of simulation are used to
introduce a non�re�ective boundary conditions at the
outlet boundary of computational domain even for
a large de�cit plane wake �ow� Dirichlit type for
boundary conditions at the in�ow and out�ow bound�
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aries are imposed in the main stream direction� For
this purpose� a family of �nite di�erence scheme is
used� Spatial simulation� which needs the speci�cation
of in�ow and out�ow boundary conditions� requires
the use of a model at the out�ow boundary of the
computational domain� A poor choice of boundary
condition at the out�ow boundary can cause signi�cant
inaccuracies which can be deteriorated by the feedback
e�ects in the simulation�

A bu�er domain method� in conjunction with
parabolization of the Navier Stokes equations� has
been used to specify the out�ow boundary condition
by Bhaganagar et� al� �	
� This type of boundary
condition smoothly reduces the disturbances to zero�
Bu�er domain technique is based on the idea that the
disturbances are damped to zero at the vicinity of the
out�ow� Within the outlet region solutions were not
physically valid� but the method prevents the re�ection
of the physical instabilities at the out�ow boundary�
They made validation of their results for both the
linear and weakly nonlinear cases� They report that�
for the steady Navier Stokes solution� the convective
out�ow boundary conditions returned good results�
For non�steady problems� however� they did not yield
good results� and as a result numerical instabilities
developed� This was overcome by parabolising the
Navier Stokes equations at the out�ow boundaries� It
was also reported that the proposed methods work well
for elliptical problems� Arti�cial boundary conditions
for simulation of in�ow� out�ow� and far��eld problems
were reviewed by Colonius �
� This was studied for
compressible turbulent shear �ows� Inlet boundary
conditions were set according to the linearization near
the inlet boundary�

At the out�ow boundary� however� the lineariza�
tion of boundary conditions was not performed� In�
stead� absorbing layers and fringe methods adjacent to
the exit boundary were proposed and employed� An
extrapolation procedure for obtaining velocities at the
outlet boundary in the simulation of incompressible
�ows around rigid bodies was studied by Nadeem et�
al� ���
 recently� The method is based on the radial
variation of the velocity �eld � which can be estimated
from mass conservation� at large distances from the
rigid body� The numerical simulation involving speci��
cation of Neumann type boundary condition� however�
requires the placement of the out�ow boundary at a
large distance in the downstream direction of the body�

The characteristics analysis was used to de�ne
non�re�ecting out�ow boundary conditions by Prosser
���
� The analysis was performed in terms of a low
Mach number asymptotic series� The proposed bound�
ary conditions� tested for three 	�dimensional inviscid
�ows and a two dimensional turbulent �ow with a
prescribed energy spectrum� allow the speci�cation of
non�re�ecting out�ow and in�ow boundary conditions�

Since out�ow boundary condition at the exit plane of a
computational domain is not known� an approximation
has been made� Di�erent types of boundary condition
are normally set at the out�ow boundary of com�
putational domain in spatially�developing simulation�
The e�ects of di�erent choices for out�ow boundary
conditions have been investigated by ��
 and ���
 in di�
rect numerical simulation of spatially�developing �ows�
The out�ow boundary conditions examined are free
boundary condition� far �eld boundary condition� and
convective out�ow boundary condition� The last case is
discussed in this paper by an emphasis on importance
of convective velocity� The boundary conditions must
be non�re�ective to avoid feedback problems�

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equations for this study were derived
from the full incompressible Navier�Stokes equations
in rotational form ��
� Figure � shows the coordinate
system and the computational domain in which the
governing equations for the incompressible plane wake
�ow are solved� The inlet wake pro�le is speci�ed by a
base �ow U��y� that has a superimposed computational
velocity� The wake �ow is allowed to develop in the spa�
tial direction x� A uniformly distributed entrainment
velocity is speci�ed for v at ��� Applying Newton�s
second law of motion for a Newtonian �uid particle
gives the equations of motion� These equations� known
as the Navier�Stokes equations� together with an equa�
tion representing mass conservation� are the governing
equations for the incompressible plane wake �ow� The
governing equations �Equations ��� and �	�� have been
nondimensionalized by the characteristic length �b����

Figure �� Coordinate system and computational domain�
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The vector H � �H�� H�� H�� � U � � contains the
non�linear terms and Re � U�b������ One of the
main di�culties in solving the Navier�Stokes equations
is the lack of information about the pressure at the
boundaries� This is overcome by either using the stag
gered grid for the discretization� �which implies that
di�erent variables are evaluated at di�erent grid points�
or by eliminating the pressure term from the Navier�
Stokes equation� The reduction of the number of
independent variables and the disk space requirements
are the advantage of the second method� Appropriate
manipulation of the Navier�Stokes equations generate
the following equations�
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Equations ��� and ��� are the evolution equations
responsible for the time�advancement in the simu
lation� Detailed discussion is given in ���� The
instantaneous velocity� U � �U� V�W �� is decom
posed into the base �ow �U��y��
�
�� the entrain
ment velocities� �Ue�y��Ve�y�� and the computational
variables�u�x� y� z� t�� v�x� y� z� t�� w�x� y� z� t� as indi
cated by Equations ���� ��� and ����

U�x� y� z� t� � u�x� y� z� t� � U��y� � xUe�y� ���

V �x� y� z� t� � v�x� y� z� t� � Ve�y� ���

W �x� y� z� t� � w�x� y� z� t� ���

Ve is a smooth and continuous function in y� which
tends to the entrainment velocity� It is independent of
x� t and z� Ue�y� and Ve�y� are related such that they
solely satisfy the mass conservation for the entrain
ment velocity component� �e�g� Ue�y� � ��Ve�y���y��
The entrainment velocities are introduced to take
an account for incorporation of non�turbulent region
�freestream� into the turbulent region �wake center�
or the di�usion of the wake �ow into the ambient
�freestream�� The decomposition is performed to
preserve zero value for the velocity components at the
freestream boundaries�

Use of the streamwise components of Equations
���� ��� and the decomposition shown by Equation ���
yields�
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As indicated by Maghrebi ��� the choice of streamwise
components in Equation ��� is preferred because only
�� is the vorticity component with a known boundary
condition� It can be directly recovered from its de�
nition ��� � �w��y � �v��z�� Equations ���� ��� and
the convective out�ow boundary condition are respon
sible for the time�advancement of the simulation� With
the help of the continuity equation and the de�nition
of ��� the spanwise velocity can be obtained
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The cross�stream velocity component v is recovered
directly from the continuity equation
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The other vorticity components are calculated using
their de�nitions� Since the governing equations are
directly solved without the use of any modeling� the
solution method is called direct numerical simulation
�DNS��

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions discussed here are related to
the computational variables rather than the velocity
components� Equation ��� is a fourthorder� partial
di�erential equation� so it requires four boundary con
ditions� The u velocity is speci�ed at the inlet �x � 
�
and the outlet boundaries �x � Lx�� With the help
of the continuity equation �u��x is also determined at
the in�ow and out�ow boundaries

�u

�x
� �

�v

�y
�

�w

�z
� ����

The former and the latter are known as Dirichlet and
Neumann type boundary conditions� respectively� The
boundary conditions are set to zero in the transverse
direction� Since the wake �ow is assumed to be
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homogeneous in the z direction� periodic boundary
conditions are used over the domain � � z � Lz�
Equation ��� is second order and is supplemented
by the Dirichlet boundary condition at the ending
boundaries� It is speci�ed according to the de�nition
of ��	

�� 

�w

�y
�

�v

�z
� ����

In the numerical simulations� the instantaneous ve�
locity component at the inlet boundary is speci�ed
using a Gaussian velocity pro�le which is superim�
posed by some perturbations� The perturbations are
introduced in the form of a traveling wave� The
Gaussian pro�le which corresponds to the experimental
investigation of Sato  Kuriki ���� is chosen U�y� 

�� �����exp�� ln���y��� The perturbation part� which
consists of a combination of linear eigenfunctions ob�
tained from the linear stability calculations� is speci�ed
for the in�ow boundary condition� In other words�

u
Real �A�DF �u�DF �y� exp��i�t�

�A�DS �u�DS�y� exp��i�t���

�A�DSS �u�DSS�y� exp��i�t���

�A�D �u�D�y��exp�
�z � i�t

�
���exp�

��z � i�t

�
�����

����

where

� �u�DF �y�� �u�DS�y� and �u�DSS�y� are the velocity
eigenfunctions corresponding to the most ampli�ed
eigenmodes of the two�dimensional Orr�Sommerfeld
equation� �u�DF �y�� �u�DS�y� and �u�DSS�y� are
obtained at the frequency of fundamental� subhar�
monic and second subharmonic forcings ��� ��� and
���� where � 
 �������

� �u�D�y� contains the velocity eigenfunctions corre�
sponding to the maximum growth rate of the Orr�
Sommerfeld equation for three�dimensional distur�
bances� The maximum growth rate occurs at � 

����� �������

� A�DF � A�DS and A�DSS are the amplitude of two�
dimensional forcings which correspond to fundamen�
tal� subharmonic and second subharmonic frequen�
cies�

� A�D is the amplitude of three�dimensional forcing�

� � is the spanwise wavenumber of the subharmonic
or second subharmonic mode�

Figure �� Spatial development of mean centerline velocity

and wake halfwidth using two sets of results from two�

dimensional simulations with identical parameters except

Lx and Nx which are ��� times larger than those used in

simulation with the smaller domain�

OUTFLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The accuracy of di�erent types of out�ow boundary
conditions in a two�dimensional� spatially�developing
mixing layer has been investigated by Miyauchi et al�

����� They conclude that the free out�ow boundary
condition ��ui��t 
 �� is not appropriate for the
spatially�developing �ow problems� They tested four
other kinds of the out�ow boundary conditions

� an inviscid convective boundary condition using
mean velocity pro�le ��ui��t� U�ui��x 
 ���

� an inviscid convective boundary condition using the
local velocity ��ui��t� uj�ui��x 
 ���

� a viscous mean velocity convective boundary condi�
tion ��ui��t� U�ui��x�

�
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� a viscous local velocity convective boundary condi�
tion ��ui��t� uj�ui��x�
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The viscous convective out�ow boundary condition
with local velocity was found to be inconsistent with
the solution of the Navier�Stokes equations as it sug�
gests zero pressure gradients� The inviscid convective
out�ow boundary condition �with local velocity as con�
vection speed� is also reported to be inaccurate� The
accuracy of the viscous convective boundary condition
�with mean velocity as convection speed� is better than
that of the inviscid case� The accuracy was found more
pronounced at lower Reynolds number� In this study�
the inviscid convective boundary condition �ui��t �
c�ui��x 
 � is used to generate the Dirichlet out�ow
boundary conditions� The accuracy of the solution in
the simulation using small computational domain is
sensitive to the choice of the convective velocity� It
has been shown by Maekawa et al� ��� that the choice
of freestream velocity is appropriate for the simulation
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of the far wake� However� the use of the free�stream ve�
locity as the convective speed at the out�ow boundary
of the simulation with small computational domain is
not appropriate� This generates signi�cant inaccuracies
in the solutions� In this work� the convective velocity is
set as the wave speed according to the linear stability
calculation� That is

vwave � �x�T

� 	
���r��	
����

� ���r�

which represents the wave speed in the streamwise
direction of a spatially evolving �ow� Here� � and
�r are the circular frequency and the wavelength in
streamwise direction� respectively� Detailed discussions
are given in ����

INITIAL CONDITIONS

An unforced� two�dimensional wake �ow simulation
whose inlet boundary contains a base pro�le 	Gaussian
mean velocity distribution� provides the initial condi�
tions for the forced wake simulations� A uniformly
distributed Gaussian mean velocity pro�le at all x
stations is the initial condition for the unforced two�
dimensional wake simulation� Hence� the initial condi�
tion for �� is zero

� for any of the numerical simulations
conducted� Prior to any statistical analysis� it is
ensured that the initial conditions for each simulation
have been washed out from the computational domain�
In other words� any particle at the inlet 	at x � �
must be allowed to leave the outlet boundaries 	at x �
Lx�� The wake �ow must also reach the statistically
stationary state in which the mean velocity component
is independent of time�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed algorithm was successfully applied to
many three and two dimensional cases� The only
di�erece between these simulations correspond to the
inlet forcings� In other words the in�ow boundary
conditions for each case study are di�erent� Among
all of the simulations conducted� four are three di�
mensional� For detailed information regarding each
case study refer to Maghrebi ���� In the current work
two cases of 
�D simulations are studied� These are
discussed to investigate the sensitivity of the �ow to the
convective boundary condition 	using c � ��� as the
wavespeed obtained from linear stability calculations��
Both simulations have the same parameters except that
the simulation with a larger domain used a length
	Lx� and grid numbers 	Nx� of one and a half times
larger than those used in the simulation with smaller

�� This is because any two�dimensional solution only con�

tains spanwise component for the vorticity�

domain� The spatial increment 	�x� is the same for
both cases� The parameters used in the simulation with
a smaller domain are� Nx � 
�� Ny � ��� Nz � 
�
� � �� Re � �� U	y� � � � ���
 exp	� ln	
�y��
and c � ���� A frequency of � � ����� which
corresponds to the maximum growth rate of the most
ampli�ed eigenvalues is used� The numerical results of
both simulations for the mean centerline velocity and
the wake halfwidth are shown in Figure 
� The results
indicate that the mean characteristics for both of the
simulations are identical� This means that the choice
of the convective velocity 	c � ���� is appropriate for
the near wake simulation�

In other words convective out�ow boundary con�
ditions using c as predicted from linear stability anal�
ysis is non�re�ective type�

��

�t
� �c

��

�x
	���

where � is replaced by each of the velocity compo�
nents� These boundary conditions with � replaced by
each of the velocity components are used to generate
the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the spatially�
developing plane wake �ow simulation� The freestream
velocity is found to be an appropriate one for c in
the simulation of small and moderate de�cit wakes ����
Therefore� the use of wave speed predicted from linear
stability theory is appropriate for the convective veloc�
ity at the out�ow boundary of the large de�cit plane
wake simulation� The use of the freestream velocity for
the convective speed at the out�ow boundary of a large
de�cit plane wake �ow generates a serious feedback
problem� The vorticity contours of these two simu�
lations are shown in Figure �� Although both contours

	a�

	b�

Figure �� Vorticity contours of two�dimensional simula�
tion using Lx in �a� and ���Lx in �b� as computational
length �Parameters for simulation with smaller domain are�
Nx � �	
� Ny � �� Nz � �� � � � Re � �

� U�y� �
� � 
��� exp�� ln���y��� c � 
��� Lx � �
� � � 
��	 and
t � �

�� Maximum and minimum value of contours are

��	
�����
��	�� in �a� and 
��������
��	��
� in �b��
respectively�
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indicate that the wake �ows are similar and smoothly
convected downstream� there is a small change in the
maximum of the contour levels� The di�erence means
that even if a proper choice for the convective velocity
is used� we should avoid collecting the data at the
vicinity of the outlet boundary� This can be related
to the fact that in the far wake regions where the mean
characteristics of the wake are approximately constant�
the wavelength is larger than that of appearing in the
near wake� Hence� the local wave speed at the out�ow
boundary of the near wake is smaller than that of the
far wake� Moreover� the wave speed predicted from
the linear stability theory� which is quite valid for the
linear region of the wake development� suggests the
convective speed of ���� for the case which uses the
frequency of ����	 as a source for perturbation of the
in�ow boundary� If the computational domain is small�
then the convective velocity is better approximated by
the wave speed� Since the length of the computational
domain is neither large 
to obtain a small de�cit wake
at the out�ow boundary� nor small 
to have the out�ow
boundary in the linear region�� a number between ����

corresponding to the wave speed in the linear region of
the wake� and one 
corresponding to the small de�cit
wake where the freestream velocity is used for the
convective velocity� may also be used with care�

CONCLUSION

Direct numerical simulation of three dimensional
spatiallydeveloping plane wake �ow is used to solve
the governing equation of an incompressible plane
wake �ow� These equations are solved in a domain
which is �nite in the streamwise� doubly in�nite in
the crossstream direction and periodic in the spanwise
direction� In the streamwise direction a family of Pade
�nite di�erence scheme of Lele ��� and Mahesh ����
is used� In the crossstream and spanwise directions�
a mapped spectral method of Cain et� al� ��� and
a Fourier spectral techniques are used� respectively�
Di�erent choices of out�ow boundary conditions are
discussed in this paper and a proper choice is used in
a hybrid numerical simulation which produces data to
investigate the e�ect of out�ow boundary condition�
The convective out�ow boundary condition with the
wave speed as predicted from linear stability theory is
used� This type is found to be nonre�ective and free
from re�ective problems even in a large de�cit plane
wake �ow simulation� The contourplot of vorticity and
the evolution of wake halfwidth and the wake centerline
for both simulations indicates that the choice is quite
appropriate for large de�cit spatiallydeveloping plane
wake �ow simulation� The results of two distinct
simulations are used to assess the validity of a non
re�ective boundary condition at the outlet boundary of
computational domain� The results are valid for a large

de�cit plane wake �ow indicating less computational
e�orts are required for spatiallydeveloping plane wake
�ow� The results of simulation reported in this paper
indicate that the wave speed predicted from linear
stability analysis is appropriate for the convective
velocity at the out�ow boundary of the large de�cit
plane wake �ow� On the other hand� the use of the
freestream velocity for the convective speed at the
out�ow boundary of a large de�cit plane wake �ow also
generates a serious feedback problem�
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